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Abstract
We investigate split and ST bisimulation semantics  in particular the deadlock be
haviour of processes in these semantics We dene and axiomatise a variant of ACP 
where atomic actions and durational actions coexist  and dene split and ST bisim
ulation semantics on this theory We exhibit a closed term that has a deadlock in
split semantics  but not in ST bisimulation semantics  and vice versa a closed term
that has a deadlock in ST bisimulation semantics but not in split semantics As an
application  we investigate dierent versions of durational communication
  Introduction
From the literature  see eg       we nd that ST bisimulation seman
tics is a preferred noninterleaving semantics  due to several nice properties
it has 	such as renement being a congruence
 The axiomatisation of ST
bisimulation semantics in  makes this semantics amenable for investigation
in an axiomatically presented process algebra as ACP This axiomatisation
starts out by considering split semantics  another noninterleaving semantics
In this article  we investigate split and ST bisimulation semantics in the
setting of the process algebra ACP We obtain an algebra in which atomic
actions 	for which the interleaving paradigm holds
 and durational actions
c
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	that allow concurrent behaviour
 coexist We propose notation and give an
axiomatisation based on 
We stick to the viewpoint that the basic building blocks of the ACP pro
cess algebra are atomic actions Atomic actions are truly atomic  ie 	the
observation of
 the execution of an action is instantaneous This is the ba
sis of the interleaving paradigm 	in a parallel composition  atomic actions
from dierent components are interleaved or merged
 Thus  atomic actions
have no duration and cannot be rened Besides these  we may want to give
names to certain 	sub
processes  and call these also actions  durational ac 
tions Here  durational actions are dened as the sequential composition of
two atomic actions  its beginning and its ending Doing just that gives rise to
split semantics  if we also ensure that an ending matches the corresponding
beginning  then we obtain ST bisimulation semantics
In the two theories  we investigate deadlock behaviour We exhibit a closed
term that has a deadlock in split semantics  but not in ST bisimulation se
mantics  and vice versa a closed term that has a deadlock in ST bisimulation
semantics but not in split semantics In each case  we use purely equational
reasoning  based on our axiomatisations  to verify the results
We conclude there is a real dierence between the two semantics  of fun
damental consequence in the specication and verication of processes
As an application  we investigate data transfer Usually  we look upon
communication as instantaneous  and use atomic actions to model this Look
ing closer  communication can be durational  eg  rst a link is established 
and then data is transfered We consider a couple of alternatives modeled as
durational actions  and nd also here diering deadlock behaviour
 ACP with Priorities and No Exit Iteration
We start out from the wellknown theory ACP    The signature of ACP
contains the following ingredients
 
A given number of core atomic actions r  s  c  t  u     Core atomic actions
were introduced in  CA is the set of core atomic actions All core
atoms are atomic actions  CA   A  where A is the set of all atomic actions
a  b  d     Later  we will construct atomic actions that are not core atoms
 
A constant inaction denoted  This constant is the neutral element of
alternative composition This process disallows termination  so can be used
to denote deadlock behaviour
 
A binary operator alternative composition or choice  denoted  Choice is
resolved by the execution of an action
 
A binary operator sequential composition  denoted 
 
A binary operator parallel composition or merge  denoted k In a parallel
composition  one of the components executes an action  or more than one
component execute an action together  a communication action The merge

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is axiomatised using two auxiliary operators left merge  denoted k   and
communication merge  denoted j  Communication on atomic actions is
given  subject to the conditions that communication is commutative and
associative  and if one of the arguments is   the communication is  The
communication function on atomic actions is considered a parameter of the
theory
 
A unary operator encapsulation  denoted 
H
  that blocks the execution
of atomic actions from the parameter set H It is used to encapsulate
communicating actions from the environment
The axioms of ACP are wellknown  and given for easy reference in Ap
pendix A
The denition of an operational semantics by means of SOS deduction
rules is also standard By means of these rules  we dene binary relations

a
  and unary relations 
a

p
on closed terms 	for a  A
 Intuitively  they
have the following meaning
 
x
a
 x

means that x evolves into x

by executing a
 
x
a

p
means that x successfully terminates upon execution of a
We present the rules in Appendix A We dene 	strong
 bisimulation
equivalence in the standard way  based on these rules Since the rules are
in path format  bisimulation is a congruence for all operators  and the set of
closed terms modulo bisimulation turns into an algebra for the signature of
ACP
From    we quote the result that the axiomatisation of ACP is sound
and complete for the algebra of closed terms modulo bisimulation
In the sequel  we talk about the deadlock behaviour of processes For our
purposes  the following denition suces
De nition  We dene when a term has a deadlock We give an oper
ational denition and an equational denition The equational denition is
given in terms of basic terms Since we know that all closed terms can be
written as a basic term  this suces We refer to  for more information 
and a proof that both notions coincide
 
Let t be a closed term We say t has a deadlock if starting from t we can
execute a number of steps to a process t

that cannot execute a step at all
 
Inductively  we dene a set of closed terms DL as follows
	i
 For each atomic action a  a    DL
	ii
 If t  DL  and a is an atom and s any closed term  then a  t  DL and
t s  DL
Now let t be a closed term We say t has a deadlock if either t is   or there
is a term t

 DL that equals t
We will require two extra ingredients in the sequel priorities  introduced
in the ACP setting in   and no exit iteration  introduced in  as a spe

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cial case of the binary iteration operator of  The priority operator  is
parametrized by a partial ordering on atomic actions 	denoted 
  and in a
choice context  summands that start with an atomic action of high priority
will block summands starting with an atomic action of lower priority The
axiomatization uses an auxiliary operator  called unless
The no exit iteration operator 
 
will execute its argument an unbounded
number of times There is no exit of the loop We present the respective
axiomatizations in Table  The axiom NEI is the dening axiom of no exit
iteration  and the conditional axiom RSP
 
is the Recursive Specication Prin
ciple for no exit iteration  stating that restricted recursive equations of the
form y  x  y have a unique solution  viz x
 
 Note that our theory does not
contain an empty or skip process  which ensures that no process can terminate
immediately  and so these equations are all guarded
a  b  a if a   b P 	a
  a TH
a  b   if a  b P 	x  y
  	x
  	y
 TH
x  	y  z
  x  y P 	x  y
  	x
  y  	y
  x TH
x  	y  z
  	x  y
  z P
	x  y
  z  	x  z
  y P x
 
 x  	x
 

 NEI
	x  y
  z  x  z  y  z P y  x  y  y  x
 
RSP
 
Table 
Axioms for priority and no exit iteration a  b  A  fg
Also here  it is straightforward to give operational rules  see Table  The
deduction rules for priority use socalled negative premises Nevertheless  the
rules are welldened  and again induce an algebra of closed terms modulo
bisimulation congruence This result uses the fact that the rules are in so
called panth format  see  In   we can also nd the proof that the axioms
for ACP plus priorities form a sound and complete axiomatisation for the
model of closed terms modulo bisimulation equivalence
In the case of no exit iteration   proves the axioms given are sound for the
model of closed terms modulo bisimulation equivalence Fokkink also shows
completeness for the restricted theory of BPA  that has no parallel composition
or encapsulation We leave as an open question  whether completeness also
holds for the full ACP theory
 Durational Actions
Next  in order to introduce split and ST bisimulation equivalence  we will
assume we also have actions that take time to execute  nonatomic actions
We will call these durational actions To ease notation  we will assume that

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x
a
 x

  b  a x
b

	x

a
 	x



x
a

p
  b  a x
b

	x

a

p
x
a
 x

  b  a y
b

x  y
a
 x

x
a

p
  b  a y
b

x  y
a

p
x
a
 x

x
 
a
 x

 	x
 


x
a

p
x
 
a
 x
 
Table 	
Deduction rules for priority and no exit iteration a  b  A
for each core atom t  we have a durational action
b
t Alternatively  we write
dur	t

Having introduced this new signature element  the question is how to ex
tend the axiomatisation of ACP to include durational actions In particular 
we cannot have
b
t k bu 
b
t  bu bu 
b
t  so the semantics of durational actions will
not be purely interleaving
Here  we use the notion that each durational action is composed of two
atomic actions  namely the beginning of the action followed by the end of the
action We denote this as follows
b
t  t
 
 t

	DUR

In the operational semantics  we add the following extra deduction rule
b
t
t
 
 t

where t
 
  t

 A are new atomic actions 	not core atoms
 In the literature 
we sometimes see t

instead of t
 
and t

instead of t


Adding either of these equations to ACP with durational actions gives us
split semantics  as is wellknown from     
Let us dene exactly what we mean by the term split bisimulation seman 
tics First  we give the standard denition for the noninterleaving semantics
of old ACPterms  originally due to   next we give a denition on terms
that may involve durational actions
De nition  	i
 If x is a closed ACPterm over the set of core atomic
actions CA  then bx is this term with each core atom t replaced by
b
t Now
let x  y be two closed ACPterms We dene x 
split
y i bx	by  bx is
bisimulation equivalent to by 	using the extra rule displayed above

	ii
 Let x  y be closed terms over the theory of ACP with durational actions
We dene x 

split
y  x is split bisimulation equivalent to y  if x	y 	using
the extra rule displayed above

In the sequel  we will always use the second denition

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The problem with split semantics that is often cited  is that it can be
unknown which end matches a certain beginning To illustrate the problem 
consider the following term
br k br  t k bs  u k bs
Suppose br j bs  bc is a dened communication  which we take to mean that
r
 
j s
 
 c
 
and r

j s

 c

 Further  we have the regular communication
t j u  v Now  in the displayed term  we can execute a c
 
resulting from
a communication between the rst and third component and a second c
 
re
sulting from a communication between the second and fourth component We
expect that the communication v can only take place upon completion of both
communications However  we can crisscross the communications  and ex
ecute a c

resulting from the second and third components  and later another
c

resulting from the rst and fourth components After the rst c

  already v
becomes possible  contrary to intuition In the next section  we will see that
such crisscross behaviour can alter the deadlock behaviour of a process
If  on the other hand  we always want to be able to match an ending with
the correct beginning  we have to employ additional machinery in order to do
so The rst axiomatisation that achieves this can be found in  Here 
we present an axiomatisation that is basically the one of  adapted to our
setting
We add to the signature a unary operator hps  the history pointer shift 
with auxiliary operators hps
n
for each n   Further  for each core atom t 
there are new atomic actions t
hpn
for n   and durational actions dur	t
  or 
alternatively  if no confusion arises  atomic actions t
n
and durational actions
b
t The intuition behind the history pointer is  that it will count how many
steps ago the beginning of an action to be completed has occurred In split
semantics  the history pointer shift operator will be just the identity
We replace axioms CM and CM of ACP by the axioms CMHP and
CMHP shown in Table  below  and add the other axioms in this table
The SOS rules for the history pointer are straightforward See Table  In
it  we also show the rules for merge and left merge of ACP  that have to be
adapted
Now we have the following denition of ST bisimulation semantics  origi
nally dened in  This follows the denition of split bisimulation semantics
above
De nition  	i
 Let x  y be two closed ACPterms 	not containing du
rational actions or history pointer
 We dene x 
ST
y i bx	by  bx is
bisimulation equivalent to by 	using the rules of Table A and Table 

	ii
 Let x  y be closed terms over the theory of ACP with durational actions
and history pointer We dene x 

ST
y  x is ST bisimulation equivalent
to y  if x	y 	using the rules of Table A and Table 

Again  in the sequel we will only use the second part of this denition

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ak x  a  hps	x
 CMHP
	a  x
k y  a  	x k hps	y

 CMHP
b
t  t
 
 t

DUR
r
n
j s
n
 c
n
if r j s  c CDUR
hps	x
  hps
 
	x
 HPS
hps
n
	
   HPS
hps
n
	t
  t HPS
hps
n
	t
m

  t
m
if n  m HPS
hps
n
	t
m

  t
m
if n  m HPS
hps
n
	a  x
  hps
n
	a
  hps
n
	x
 HPS
hps
n
	x  y
  hps
n
	x
  hps
n
	y
 HPS
Table 

Axioms of durational actions with history pointer a  A  fg  t  r  s  c  CA
b
t
t
 
 t

x
t
 x

hps
n
	x

t
 hps
n
	x



x
t

p
hps
n
	x

t

p
x
t
m
 x

  m  n
hps
n
	x

t
m
 hps
n
	x



x
t
m

p
  m  n
hps
n
	x

t
m

p
x
t
m
 x

  m  n
hps
n
	x

t
m
 hps
n
	x



x
t
m

p
  m  n
hps
n
	x

t
m

p
x
a
 x

x k y
a
 x

k hps	y

y
a
 y

x k y
a
 hps	x
 k y

x
a

p
x k y
a
 hps	y

y
a

p
x k y
a
 hps	x

x
a
 x

xk y
a
 x

k hps	y

x
a

p
xk y
a
 hps	y

Table 
Deduction rules for history pointer t  CA
Now we have the following proposition The proof follows the recipe as given
in 
Proposition  	i
 Let x  y be closed terms over the theory of ACP with
durational actions Then x 

split
y i x  y is derivable from the axioms
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of ACP and DUR CDUR ie the axiomatisation is sound and complete
for the operational model
	ii
 Let x  y be closed terms over the theory of ACP with durational actions
and history pointer Then x 

ST
y i x  y is derivable from the ax 
ioms of ACP minus CM CM plus the axioms of Table  Again the
axiomatisation is sound and complete for the operational model
 Deadlock in Split but not in ST
We prove that there exists a simple process  that deadlocks in split semantics 
but not in ST semantics
Proposition  There is a closed term in the signature of ACP with dura 
tional actions and priority operator that has a deadlock in split semantics but
not in ST bisimulation semantics
Proof We use the communication function that has r
i
j s
i
 s
i
j r
i
 c
i
as
the only dened communications on core atoms 	i         
 The set H
contains all r
i
  s
i
actions  but no c
i
actions  and the priority relation gives all
core atoms priority over all other atomic actions
We consider the following term
  
H
	br

 	r

r

 r

r


k r
	
 k br

 	r

r


 r

r


k r

 k
	bs

 s


k 	s
	
s

 s

s



 k 	bs

 s


k 	s
	
s

 s

s




After a couple of steps using the axioms in Table   we see that this term
evolves into
c
 

c
	
	c


c

c

   
H
	br

 	r

r


 r

r


k r

 k 	bs

 s


k 	s
	
s

 s

s




c
 

c

   
H
	r


	r

r

 r

r


 k r


	r

r


 r

r


 k s


s

k s

 k s


s

k s



c
 

c
	
	c


c

c

   
H
	br

 	r

r


 r

r


k r

 k 	bs

 s


k 	s
	
s

 s

s





c
 

c

   
H
	r


	r

r

 r

r


 k r


	r

r


 r

r


 k s


s

k s


 k s


s

k s



c
 

c

	c


c

c


   
H
	br

 	r

r

 r

r


k r
	
 k 	bs

 s


k 	s
	
s

 s

s




c
 

c
	
   
H
	r


	r

r

 r

r


 k r


	r

r


 r

r


 k s


s

k s


 k s


s

k s



c
 

c

	c


c

c

   
H
	br

 	r

r

 r

r


k r
	
 k 	bs

 s


k 	s
	
s

 s

s





c
 

c
	
   
H
	r


	r

r

 r

r


 k r


	r

r


 r

r


 k s


s

k s

 k s


s

k s



At this point  behaviour in the two semantics will start to diverge For
instance  in the second line  the rst argument of the merge can communi
cate with the third  and the second with the fourth  if we obey the history
pointers In split semantics  also communication between the second and third
argument  and between the rst and the fourth argument  is possible
In ST semantics  we obtain the following
c
 

c
	
	c


c

c

c
 

c

c


c

c

 c
 

c

	c


c

c

c


c

c

 c


c

c

c



c

c




c
 

c
	
	c


c

c

c
 

c

c


c

c


 c
 

c

	c


c

c

c


c

c


 c


c

c


c



c

c





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c
 

c

	c


c

c


c
 

c
	
c


c

c

 c
 

c
	
	c


c

c


c


c

c

 c


c

c

c



c

c





c
 

c

	c


c

c

c
 

c
	
c


c

c

 c
 

c
	
	c


c

c

c


c

c

 c


c

c

c



c

c




We see there is no deadlock in ST semantics In split semantics  we obtain
extra summands due to crisscross behaviour  and expansion gives
c


c
	
	c


c

c

c


c

c


c

c

 c


c
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

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
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

c

c
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

c

c

c


c

c


c


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
c


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

c

c


c

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c


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
c

c

c


c

c
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
c

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

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

c

c

c


c

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

c

c


c


c

c


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

c

c


c
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

c

c


c




c


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
c

c


c
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
c
	
c


c

c

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

c
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
c

c


c
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
c

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

c

c

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

c

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
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

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
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

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

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
c


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
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
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
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c
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
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c
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
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
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c

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
c


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
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
c
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
c

c


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
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

c

c


c

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
Here  the deadlocks in the rst and the last terms represent the subprocess
  
H
	r

k r


k s

k s



and the deadlocks in the middle two terms are due to the remainder
  
H
	r

k r

k s


k s



 
We leave as an open problem  whether or not such an example can be
found in a smaller signature In our investigations  we found that both left
merge and priority operator seem essential
 Deadlock in ST but not in Split
We prove that there exists a simple process  that deadlocks in ST semantics 
but not in split semantics
Proposition  There is a closed term in the signature of ACP with du 
rational actions priority operator and no exit iteration operator that has a
deadlock in ST semantics but not in split semantics
Proof We use the same communication function as in the previous section
The set H contains all r
i
  s
i
actions but in addition the action c

 The core
atoms have priority over other atomic actions within the scope of the priority
operator The following term shows deadlock behaviour in ST semantics but
not in split semantics

H
		br

k r

 r

 r

 

 k bs

 u
 
k s

 br

k s

 	bs

k s

 



In ST semantics  we see that this term equals
c
 

c

c

c
 

 
H
		r


k r

 

 k s


 u
 
k r


k 	s


k s

 



In the rst and fourth argument of the merge  the actions along port  take
precedence over the actions along port  However  communication along

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port  cannot occur as this is blocked by the encapsulation operator For the
second and third argument  the history pointers do not match Thus  in ST
semantics  no further action is possible  so deadlock ensues In split semantics 
communication between the second and third term is still possible  after which
an unbounded amount of us is possible  so the result becomes
c
 

c

c

c
 

c


 u
 

 
Again  it is an open question whether an example can be found in a smaller
signature In the current example  we note the essential use of left merge 
priority and iteration
 Durational Actions for Message Passing
As an application of the theory above  we sketch communication between two
devices  when communication is not instantaneous but has a duration In
order to describe this  we need the early read and process prex mechanisms
of  We briey recall this mechanism For the sake of this discussion  we
assume a xed nite set D of messages to be communicated
First of all  regular communication assumes core atoms r
i
	d
  s
i
	d
  c
i
	d
 
for each communication port i  P   message d  D  with the only dened
communication actions r
i
	d
 j s
i
	d
  s
i
	d
 j r
i
	d
  c
i
	d
 on core atoms
Next  we add a new set of atomic actions er
B
i
	v
 	i  P   v a placeholder
ranging over B  and B   D
  the early read atoms The working of these
can only be appreciated fully together with the process prex operator  We
display the axioms that we need  taken from   in Table  In this table  we
use the notation xdv for the term x where all occurrences of v are substituted
by d
er
B
i
	v
 x 
P
dB
r
i
	d
  xdv PRE
a x  a  x otherwise  if a  er
B
i
	v
 PRE
	x y
 z  x z  y z PRE
	x  y
 z  x 	y z
 PRE
Table 
Axioms of early read and process prex a  A  fg
When we dene deduction rules  we have to realize that the rst deduction
rule of Table A also holds for the new atoms er
B
i
	v
 Further  we have the
rules in Table 
Now  we can imagine that in order for communication to take place  rst
the connection needs to be established Then  communication becomes dura
tional  and we can dene the following new durational actions 	here  r
i
  s
i
  c
i

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x
er
B
i
v
 x

  d  B
x y
r
i
d
 	x

 y
dv
x
a
 x

x y
a
 x

 y
x
er
B
i
v

p
  d  B
x y
r
i
d
 ydv
x
a

p
x y
a
 y
Table 
Deduction rules for early read and process prex a  A  a  er
B
i
v
are core atoms

der
B
i
	v
  r
i
 	er
B
i
	v


hp
ds
i
	d
  s
i
 	s
i
	d


hp
dc
i
	d
  c
i
 	c
i
	d


hp

Now  we consider the following process X Take D  f       g to be the
set of digits  and B  f        g the set of even digits We have just one
communication port i  and let H contain the r
i
  s
i
  r
i
	d
  s
i
	d
 actions Finally 
P Q R are given processes
X  
H
	der
B
i
	v
P k ds
i
	
 Q k ds
i
	
 R

The receiving process P only wants to accept even messages  so when the
link with Q is made  deadlock ensues We nd
X  c
i
   dc
i
	
  
H
	P v k ds
i
	
 Q k R

On the other hand  we can consider the actions dur	s
i
	d

  s
i
	d

 
s
i
	d


 
dur	c
i
	d

  c
i
	d

 
c
i
	d


and dur	er
B
i
	v

  er
B
i
	v

 
er
B
i
	v


 This last action
is a bit strange  as v will be bound two times In the following calculation  we
cannot start with a communication between the rst and the second term  as
the durational read cannot accept a message 
Y  
H
	dur	er
B
i
	v

P k dur	s
i
	

 Q k dur	s
i
	

 R
 
 dur	c
i
	

  
H
	P v k dur	s
i
	

 Q k R

We see again a dierence in deadlock behaviour It will be clear that the
behaviour of action dur	er
B
i
	v

 is peculiar On the other hand  we see der
B
i
	v

as a reasonable programming primitive
 Conclusion
We investigated two noninterleaving process semantics  split semantics and
ST bisimulation semantics  in the framework of the process algebra ACP We
found that atomic actions and durational actions can coexist We give an
easytounderstand axiomatisation that is complete in either semantics
We know that in some cases  the two semantics coincide  eg when there is
no autoconcurrency However  in general the two semantics are very dierent
there are closed terms that deadlock in one semantics but not in the other

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This has impact for the specication and verication of processes Thus 
if we want some of the advantages of a noninterleaving semantics  such as
durational actions or renable actions  then specifying or verifying a system
in split semantics will not do  we need to consider the more dicult ST
bisimulation semantics
We considered as an application the description of message passing by
means of durational actions Here again  we nd a dierence in deadlock
behaviour  depending on the moment of variable binding
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A ACP
We list the axioms of ACP in Table A In terms  we often omit the sequential
composition operator  Of all operators  sequential composition binds the
strongest  and alternative composition the weakest The other operators are
not ranked
x y  y  x A x k y  xk y  yk x x j y CM
	x y
  z  x  	y  z
 A ak x  a  x CM
x x  x A 	ax
k y  a  	x k y
 CM
	x y
  z  x  z  y  z A 	x y
k z  xk z  yk z CM
	x  y
  z  x  	y  z
 A 	a  x
 j b  	a j b
  x CM
x   x A a j 	b  x
  	a j b
  x CM
  x   A 	a  x
 j 	b  y
  	a j b
  	x k y
 CM
	x y
 j z  x j z  y j z CM

H
	a
  a if a  H D x j 	y  z
  x j y  x j z CM

H
	a
   if a  H D a j b  b j a C

H
	x  y
  
H
	x
  
H
	y
 D 	a j b
 j d  a j 	b j d
 C

H
	x  y
  
H
	x
  
H
	y
 D a j    C
Table A
Axioms of ACP a  b  d  A  fg
We present the SOS rules for ACP in Table A The rules for communi
cation in lines  and  only hold in case a j b is dened to be an atomic action 
so not equal to  The rules are in the socalled path format  see eg  
from which we know that the semantics induced by the rules have some nice
properties

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a
a

p
x
a
 x

x y
a
 x

y
a
 y

x  y
a
 y

x
a

p
x y
a

p
y
a

p
x y
a

p
x
a
 x

x  y
a
 x

 y
x
a

p
x  y
a
 y
x
a
 x

x k y
a
 x

k y
y
a
 y

x k y
a
 x k y

x
a

p
x k y
a
 y
y
a

p
x k y
a
 x
x
a
 x

xk y
a
 x

k y
x
a

p
xk y
a
 y
x
a
 x

  y
b
 y

x k y
a j b
 x

k y

x
a

p
  y
b
 y

x k y
a j b
 y

x
a
 x

  y
b

p
x k y
a j b
 x

x
a

p
  y
b

p
x k y
a j b

p
x
a
 x

  y
b
 y

x j y
a j b
 x

k y

x
a

p
  y
b
 y

x j y
a j b
 y

x
a
 x

  y
b

p
x j y
a j b
 x

x
a

p
  y
b

p
x j y
a j b

p
x
a
 x

  a  H

H
	x

a
 
H
	x



x
a

p
  a  H

H
	x

a

p
Table A	
Deduction rules for ACP a  b  A  a j b  A

